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  KOBE BRYANT 



What do you know about Kobe Bryant? 







Para1 

Para 2 

Para 3 

Para 4 

Para 5 

Para 6 

Para 7 



Para1 

On Jan 26, people around the world were 

shocked to hear of the sudden passing of Kobe 

Bryant, one of the NBA’s most legendary (传奇
性的) players. The 41-year-old, his 13-year-old 

daughter Gianna Bryant and seven others died 

when their helicopter crashed in California, US.  



News 

when 

who  

how what  

where 

On Jan 26, people around the 

world were shocked to hear of the 

sudden passing of Kobe Bryant, 

one of the NBA’s most legendary 

(传奇性的) players. The 41-year-

old, his 13-year-old daughter 

Gianna Bryant and seven others 

died when their helicopter crashed 

in California, US.  



Para1 His death news 

On Jan 26, people around the world were 

shocked to hear of the sudden passing of Kobe 

Bryant, one of the NBA’s most legendary (传奇
性的) players. The 41-year-old, his 13-year-old 

daughter Gianna Bryant and seven others died 

when their helicopter crashed in California, US.  



Para1 
His death news 

On Jan 26, people around the world were 

shocked to hear of the sudden passing of Kobe 

Bryant, one of the NBA’s most legendary (传奇
性的) players. The 41-year-old, his 13-year-old 

daughter Gianna Bryant and seven others died 

when their helicopter crashed in California, US.  

Word in use: 
 legend- n. 
A very famous person, especially in a 
particular field, who is admired by others. 
 legendary –adj. 
Very famous and talked about a lot by 
people , especially in a way that shows 
admiration. 



Para1 

Para 2 

His death news 

People from all walks of life have paid 

tribute (敬意 ) to the late basketball 

superstar – not just for his achievements 

on the court, but for his genuine (真诚的) 

personality and the inspiration (激励) he 

provided to so many people. 



Tribute 
reasons 

His court 
achievements  

His genuine 
personality  

His 
inspiration 

People from all walks 

of life have paid tribute 

( 敬 意 ) to the late 

basketball superstar – not 

just for his achievements 

on the court, but for his 

genuine ( 真 诚 的 ) 

personality and the 

inspiration ( 激 励 ) he 

provided to so many 

people. 
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Para 2 

His death news 

People from all walks of life have paid 

tribute (敬意 ) to the late basketball 

superstar – not just for his achievements 

on the court, but for his genuine (真诚的) 

personality and the inspiration (激励) he 

provided to so many people. 

tribute reasons 



Para1 

Para 2 

His death news 

People from all walks of life have paid 

tribute (敬意 ) to the late basketball 

superstar – not just for his achievements 

on the court, but for his genuine (真诚的) 

personality and the inspiration (激励) he 

provided to so many people. 

tribute reasons 

Word in use: 
 People from all walks of life – 
Every walk of life 
 tribute- n. 
An act, a statement or a gift that is intended 
to show your respect or admiration, 
especially for a dead person. 



Para1 

Para 2 

Para 3 

His death news 

Tribute reasons 

In the basketball world, Bryant ranks among the top players of all time. Fans 

remember him as the player who helped the Los Angeles Lakers win five NBA 

championships during his 20-year-long career. He started out as a basketball 

prodigy (神童) who skipped college and took his talents directly to the NBA. His 

deadly agility (敏捷) and aggressive tactics (进攻性的策略) earned him the 

nickname Black Mamba (进攻性极强的一种非洲毒蛇 ). That’s why his 

competitive philosophy (哲学) is known as the “Mamba Mentality”. 



 helped the Los Angeles Lakers win five NBA championships 

 a basketball prodigy (神童) who took his talents directly to the NBA 

 deadly agility (敏捷) and aggressive tactics (进攻性的策略)  



Para1 

Para 2 

Para 3 

His death news 

Tribute reasons 

In the basketball world, Bryant ranks among the top players of all time. Fans 

remember him as the player who helped the Los Angeles Lakers win five NBA 

championships during his 20-year-long career. He started out as a basketball 

prodigy (神童) who skipped college and took his talents directly to the NBA. His 

deadly agility (敏捷) and aggressive tactics (进攻性的策略) earned him the 

nickname Black Mamba (进攻性极强的一种非洲毒蛇 ). That’s why his 

competitive philosophy (哲学) is known as the “Mamba Mentality”. 

Black Mamba 



Para1 

Para 2 

Para 3 

Para 4 

His death news 

Tribute reasons 

Black Mamba 

“Mamba Mentality is you’re going, you’re 

competing, you’re not worried about the end result,” 

Bryant said. “It’s all about focusing on the process 

and trusting in the hard work when it matters most.”  



Mamba  

Mentality 

You are going . 

You are not worried 
about the end result. 

It’s all about focusing on the process and trusting the 
hard work when it matters most.  

You are competing. 



Para1 

Para 2 

Para 3 

Para 4 

His death news 

Tribute reasons 

Black Mamba  

“Mamba Mentality is you’re going, you’re 

competing, you’re not worried about the end result,” 

Bryant said. “It’s all about focusing on the process 

and trusting in the hard work when it matters most.”  

Mamba Mentality 
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Para 2 

Para 3 

Para 4 

Para 5 

His death news 
Tribute reasons 

Black Mamba 

Mamba Mentality 

Off the court, he was known as a successful businessman, buying stakes (股份) 

in several companies, including Alibaba and Dell. He also left footprints in the 

movie industry, winning an Oscar in 2018 with his short film Dear Basketball. 



Stakes in 
several 

companies   

Movie 
industry  

A successful 
businessman  
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Black Mamba 

Mamba Mentality 

Off the court, he was known as a successful businessman, buying stakes (股份) 

in several companies, including Alibaba and Dell. He also left footprints in the 

movie industry, winning an Oscar in 2018 with his short film Dear Basketball. 

His successful business 





Dear Basketball 

  From the moment I started rolling my dad’s tube socks. And shooting imaginary Game-winning 

shots in the Great Western Forum. I knew one thing was real : I fell in love with you. 

  A love so deep I gave you my all —From my mind and body to my spirit and soul. As a six-year-

old boy, deeply in love with you, I never saw the end of the tunnel. I only saw myself running out 

of one. And so I ran. I ran up and down every court after every loose ball for you. You asked for 

my hustle, I gave you my heart because it came with so much more. 

  I played through the sweat and hurt, not because challenge called me, but because you called me. 

I did everything for you. Because that’s what you do when someone makes you feel as alive as 

you’ve made me feel. You gave a six-year-old boy his Laker dream. And I’ll always love you for 

it. But I can’t love you obsessively for much longer. This season is all I have left to give. My heart 

can take the pounding. My mind can handle the grind. But my body knows it’s time to say 

goodbye. And that’s OK. I’m ready to let you go. I want you to know now so we both can savor 

every moment we have left together. The good and the bad. We have given each other all that we 

have.  

 And we both know, no matter what I do next, I’ll always be that kid, with the rolled up socks,  

garbage can in the corner: 05 seconds on the clockball in my hands.5 … 4 … 3 … 2 … 1 

                                                                                                                            Love you always,   

                                                                                                                                     Kobe 
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Black Mamba 

 Mamba Mentality 

His successful  
business 

He was also known as a proud family man. His friend, baseball star Derek Jeter, 

remembered him as such in an essay: “Throughout our friendship, the most 

meaningful conversations we had – they were always about family.” 



A proud family man 
 The most meaningful 
conversations with friends(Derek) 
are always about family. 
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Para 2 

Para 3 

Para 4 

Para 5 

Para 6 

His death news 

Tribute reasons 

Black Mamba 

 Mamba Mentality 

His successful  
business 

He was also known as a proud family man. His friend, baseball star Derek Jeter, 

remembered him as such in an essay: “Throughout our friendship, the most 

meaningful conversations we had – they were always about family.” 

His family value 
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Black Mamba 

 Mamba Mentality 

His successful  
business 

His family value 

As the Los Angeles Times noted, Bryant’s greatness was cemented (强化) by 

his skill, hard work and tireless pursuit of victory. His legacy (留给后人的东西) 

will live on long after his death. 
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His successful  
business 

His family value 

As the Los Angeles Times noted, Bryant’s greatness was cemented (强化) by 

his skill, hard work and tireless pursuit of victory. His legacy (留给后人的东西) 

will live on long after his death. 

His greatness 
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 Mamba Mentality 

His successful  
business 

His family value 

As the Los Angeles Times noted, Bryant’s greatness was cemented (强化) by 

his skill, hard work and tireless pursuit of victory. His legacy (留给后人的东西) 

will live on long after his death. 

His greatness 

Word in use: 
 tireless- adj. 
Putting a lot of hard work and energy into 
something over a long period of time. 
(tire-v. & n    tired-adj.   tiring-adj.) 
 pursuit- n. 
 The act of looking for or trying to find 
something. 
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His death news 

Tribute reasons 

Black Mamba 

 Mamba Mentality 

His successful  
business 

His family value 

His greatness 



Kobe’s words that have impressed me a lot. 

I know the appearance of Los 
Angeles at four o 'clock in the 
morning every day. 



• I can accept failure, but I can't accept giving up. 
• Stick to out of the road to your dreams. 
• I know the appearance of Los Angeles at four o 'clock in the morning every day. 
• I know I'm playing like a piece of shit, but you don't know how much effort I've made to make myself less like a 
shit.                                                                              • If you love a thing, you will overcome all difficulties . 
• If you fear failure, you will fail. 
• Everything I do now, is in pursuit of more perfect. 
• If I feel something is wrong, I will stay in that constantly training, until I do it right. 
• The low head is not to admit defeat, is to see their own way; looking up is not proud, it is to see their own sky.  
• I don't want to do the second Jordan, I only want to make the first Kobe Bryant. 
• Second place means you are the number one loser! 
• Seize today, don't believe tomorrow. 



What have you learned  
from Kobe Bryant? 
Please write a short  
passage about it. 



Please write a summary about Kobe Bryant according to the 
passage.  
 
Choose your favorite Kobe’s sentence and explain it . 
 
Write a short passage about what you have learned from Kobe 
Bryant. 

Assignments: 



Thanks for your attention!  




